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Overview: Who am I?

 Recent PhD graduate, English, URI

 Former coordinator, Graduate Writing Center

 Teacher

 Tutor

Mentor

 Anxious perfectionist

Ashton Foley-Schramm, PhD (she/hers/her)
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Overview: Today’s Topics

Please note: All discussions, disclosures, 
and suggestions are based in personal 
experience. I am not a licensed mental 
health professional. URI resources are 
provided at the end of this presentation.

Writing and anxiety

 Tools for accomplishing your writing goals
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THE WRITING PROCESS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I want to talk about the writing process. Oftentimes, expectations about how the writing process “SHOULD” look cause people anxiety. They cause stress. They cause feelings of imposter syndrome. 



The Writing Process: Expectations

WRITE
Write the piece 
from start to 
finish

RESEARCH
Set a research 
question, do the 
work, find 
results

REVIEW
Check draft with 
advisor, a 
friend, or the 
GWC

SUBMIT
Send it off

Start

A
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The traditional narrative, for some reason, is that writing is linear– it starts at point A, and ends up directly at point Z, after going through the other letters of the alphabet in sequence. How many of you think that your writing process should look like this? That this is the system you try to implement?



The Writing Process: Reality

Research Draft Review Revise SubmitReview Revise Draft Review Revise Research Review Revise

Start
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I’m here to tell you This is not true!The field of Writing and Rhetoric tells us that writing is iterative, meaning it works in circles, cycles, or repetitions. This cycle is built by repeated research, drafting of new ideas, reviewing content, and revising. I’ll say that again: the process of writing is more than putting words on a page! Each step is vital to the overall writing process. And, each revision leads to a new iteration of your draft.People often get stuck in the writing process because they think it NEEDS to or SHOULD look like the former slide. This is not the case. Writing is not linear. It does not need to be linear! It needs to work for YOU.Ultimately, habitual writing and frequent review, along with some organization and pre-planning, could help you work through your stress and anxiety surrounding writing!Snail: Icon made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com



What can we do about it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what can we do to help ease ourselves out of potential cycles of perfectionism (where everything has to be perfect and go according to plan), and get ourselves into regular, habitual periods of sustained writing effort?



TEN TIPS TO COMBAT WRITING ANXIETY
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I have ten tips that I’m going to cover today related to helping ease writing stress and increase productivity. Many of these are tips I have employed for myself as I worked to finish my dissertation. I do want to say: [DISCLAIMER] We are still in a global pandemic and are currently experiencing anguish and unrest in the struggle for racial equality. It’s a very real possibility that outside factors are causing stress that is disrupting your productivity and writing process. In my opinion, that is okay. Use these tips and any others we share today as things to try– they COULD help—but they are not meant to be a one-size fits all, fix-it approach. We each must adapt to our own context and situation, especially in this heightened time of crisis.



1. Treat Writing Like a Job

Space

TimeMaterials
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Without further ado, number 1: Treat Writing Like a JobThis one can be hard because we all aren't "just" students; we have real lives with real responsibilities and real people and critters that are in our network of care. For some reason, many non-academic folks think we aren't busy when we say we're writing, but we know that's not the case. It helps to establish working hours for yourself (whatever that looks like, chunks of time, a whole stretch of several hours, etc.). These are non-negotiable for anything that isn't emergent. If you wouldn't leave your traditional 9-5 office job for it, then don't prioritize it over your writing. Along with carving out the time you need, make sure that you have both the space and materials necessary as well. At work, you probably have at least a desk, if not an office. You aren’t on Facebook or Instagram or TikTok or The New York Times or checking your personal email all day. You probably silence your cellphone. You also have your calculator or test tubes or notebooks or stethoscope– whatever you need to get the job done. Make sure you have access to the things you need in order to be effective.For me, I needed to employ my dining table instead of my desk. I realized I needed space to spread out. I also needed my colored pens and my external hard drive where all of my sources are stored. If I worked outside of our apartment, I brought these things with me!Although this might seem obvious, I know plenty of people who struggle with this!



2. Create SMART Goals

SPECIFIC.    MEASURABLE.    ACHIEVABLE.   RELEVANT.   TIME-BOUND.

What do you 
want to do?

How will you 
track progress? Can you 

do it and 
how?

Is it relevant to 
the current 

project?
What is the 
deadline?
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Second, Create SMART GoalsIf you’ve attended a Writing Group or day-long bootcamp hosted by the Graduate Writing Center, you’ve likely seen this acronym before. SMART goals are: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time bound. This acronym revolutionized my personal writing process.SPECIFIC: what do you want to do?MEASURABLE: how will you track your progress?ACHIEVABLE: Can you do it and how?RELEVANT: Is it relevant to the current project?TIME-BOUND: What is a realistic deadline for accomplishing it, and can you accomplish it in the time you have? (If you have 45 minutes, can it get done in 45 minutes?)You have a half hour you can use for your writing. That's great! What can you accomplish in a half hour? Edit your introduction paragraph? Comb through your citations for errors? Locate that one article you can't seem to find? It doesn't have to be "pen to paper" to be part of the writing process, and it doesn't have to take you all day to be worthwhile. 



3. Find Your Writing Rhythm

Who

What

When

Where

TIP: 
Maybe it could be 

useful to revisit the 5th

W, “Why,” if you need 
to remember and re-

center your motivation 
for this particular 

project.
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Next, Find Your Writing RhythmYou may need to spend some time learning or re-learning your writing rhythm. I know personally, when we moved apartments, where I could do my best work changed. It’s vital that you tune into your own patterns and preferences so make writing seem as pain-free as possible. If I’m not a morning person, for example, then why would I think I could successfully get up at 5am everyday to write? Be realistic about your preferences and the constraints of your situation.We can turn to the trusted 4Ws to help here--Who: Do you work best alone? With a friend? With a small group? A big group?What do you need in order to be productive?: Coffee? Snacks? Music? Complete silence?When do you do the best work?: OR, WHEN DO YOU HAVE TIME? Are you a morning, afternoon, or evening writer? Or, are you a “I write when the kids are napping” person? Where: Where are you most productive? Is it at home? A coffee shop? At school?TIP: Maybe it could be useful to revisit the 5th W, Why, if you need to remember and re-center your motivation for this particular project.



4. Organize Yourself

Calendar(s)

Paper/electronic; 
work/home; 

shared/family

Deadlines

Grad School; 
department; advisor

Accountability

Friend/colleague; 
professor; recurring 
appointments at the 

GWC
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The 4th tip is to Organize Yourself.With a large project, you are likely facing deadlines and due dates. For your thesis or dissertation, this will included not only your advisor’s deadlines, but also programmatic and university-wide ones, too. Use a calendar! -- plan ahead. I bought a blank calendar pad at The Container Store and a 4 month whiteboard from Amazon at the beginning of my program that help me plan ahead. I note deadlines in advance and work backward, planning out about how much time I need to complete a section/task. I'm a tactile person so the writing helps me, but a Google calendar or a blank Word template could serve a similar function.Find an accountability buddy -- I know people who have used a Google Doc to list their goals and shared that doc with a friend. You can put updates of what you were able to do and what you still need to do. Depending on your style and personality, you can encourage each other, or scold each other, or just leave it a neutral place. You can always setup a recurring appointment at the GWC!



Calendar Examples

Paper 
Calendar

Dry Erase 
Calendar
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Here are just two examples of calendars that worked for me:



5. Just Keep Writing

MIND MAPPING

OUTLINING

SUMMARIZING

REORGANIZINGFREE WRITING
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Next, tip number 5, Just Keep Writing. Remember earlier when I said writing isn’t just putting words onto the page? Well, there are other things you can do aside from straight drafting if you get stuck. Free write (where you just write whatever comes to mind for a set amount of time), create mind maps (which are visual ways to plot out your ideas that I’ll show on the next slide), make outlines, summarize your own work, rephrase things, move to a different section of the project. One sentence more is one sentence more than you had before. And being able to say concretely, “I accomplished X today which is going to help me with Y down the line” is better than “I got nothing done; I just couldn’t get going.” Writing is often a process of thinking and organizing thoughts for many people, so it's okay to use it for that purpose! I never know what my whole point truly is until the end 



MAJOR 
IDEA 1

MAJOR
IDEA 2

MAJOR 
IDEA 4

MAJOR
IDEA 5

Mind Map Example

CENTRAL 
TOPIC/ARGUMENT
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6. Revise, Revise, Revise

If I waited for perfection, 
I would never write a word. 

Margaret Atwood
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Number 6 really drives home the idea that REVISION is the main component of writing. Build in time for multiple drafts and revision! Knowing that the first draft isn’t the only draft can often help alleviate feelings of perfectionism, pressure, and anxiety. I’ll stress the time aspect again, which connects back to Getting Organized: you need to give yourself enough time by planning ahead. If you’ve been to the GWC, you’ve probably heard a tutor mention the concept of a “Shitty First Draft.” That phrase comes from writer and scholar Anne Lamott, which I have linked on the resources page at the end. You need to get all of your ideas out onto the screen or onto paper sometimes before you can make them coherent, organized, and pretty. I like to extend her metaphor by saying you need manure to grow a beautiful garden, so don’t be afraid to put something out there, even if it might be “ugly.” Then, go back and refine, revisit, revise! And keep doing that until you end up with a clear, concise piece of writing.



7. Build in Time for Feedback
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Number 7 is one that might scare some folks: Build in time for feedback! This is important! We know what we think we’re saying, but sometimes, that’s not actually what gets put on the page. Getting feedback from people both inside and outside of your discipline is a vital step in the writing process. And, these are just a few people you could turn to for feedback. In terms of helping with anxiety, getting feedback is a great way to know that your project is still moving forward without you having to actually do anything. You can have Chapter 1 off with your advisor while you start drafting Chapter 2. Or, you can have Article A under review at a journal while continuing to work on another extended aspect of that project. I will say: remember that not all feedback is equal. But that’s the point: depending on who your audience is (the reader), they’ll focus on different aspects of the piece. What my husband might tell me is different from what a non-specialist academic friend would tell me which is different from what my advisor would tell me. Just because someone suggested it doesn’t mean you have to implement (although use caution when deciding to “throw out” advise from your major professor!).AdvisorFriendsColleaguesFormer professorCurrent professorGWC!Presenting at conferencesPoster sessions



8. Punch List

A punch 
list…

is a list of incomplete work that needs to be 
accomplished by a deadline

Is useful 
for:

Staying focused

Noting items for editing

Documenting areas for further research

Can be: Electronic – a Word doc, virtual Post It, Google 
Doc, list on a phone

Paper and pen – a specific notebook, a certain 
color sticky note 

• Find what J. Rose said
about X for Ch. 1

• Fix Bronte vs. Brontë
• Fix curly quotes vs. 

straight quotes
• Do research for

footnote on 
“intradiegetic”
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Next, we have the idea of using a Punch List.You can call this list whatever you want. I took this idea from my time in ResLife. A punch list is traditionally a list of incomplete work that needs to be accomplished by a deadline. In ResLife, that was usually opening day (missing furniture, broken door locks, dirty carpets...). For writing, I've used it as a place to basically dump any issue that crops up while I'm working. I documented it on the punch list so I wouldn't forget, but didn't focus on it or allow it to derail the goal I was working on at the moment. It helped me avoid going down the never-ending rabbit hole of research or avoid spending hours fixing one typo I knew appeared several times. The examples on the clipboard image are real ones as I worked to finish and polish my dissertation. You can use a Punch List at any stage of the writing process!



9. Create/Join Writing Groups

GWC

Department

Friends
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Tip number 9 is to Create or Join a Writing GroupA writing group can look like whatever you want it to! In my former department, a student organized a monthly writing group where interested students signed up, then read and critiqued each other’s work. Different people submitted for each meeting so everyone had multiple changes to receive feedback. I organized more of a drop in writing time for my department as well. I scheduled a conference room for a week over breaks and people came with snacks to share and did their work. They went over fairly well, and the next semester, another student took over organizing. The Graduate Writing Center offers various programs and writing groups. In the past, Writing Group has been a place where you can come to a designated location during specific hours to sit down and write. We usually have coffee, tea, and some snacks. We have also done day-long retreats where you commit to spending several hours writing.You could put together any of these types of groups for your own friends or colleagues! One of our very own tutors put together a writing group for her labmates. Writing is often isolating, and this helped everyone remember that we are not in this alone.



10. Ask for Help
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Finally, tip Number 10: Don’t be afraid to ASK FOR HELP. Whatever that help might look like. You can talk to your partner about how you can work together to create more quiet time for you to do your writing. You can talk to a friend or relative about swapping childcare so you each can have some quite time, and you can use yours for writing. Maybe you need to talk to a therapist or a healthcare professional. URI has free counseling services for students. Yes, they'll listen to you as you express your stress and anxiety, and they may even have helpful tips specific to your needs! For me, I asked for help in a variety of ways. First, I worked with a therapist to help me identify personal sticking points and devise plans to overcome them. One of my sticking points was the fact that we had a puppy in the house. I hired a dog walker a few days a week. I needed uninterrupted time away from my home to write. So, I found a dog walker in our complex to come so I could be away from home without feeling like my dog was neglected. Figure out your writing rhythm, and do what you need to do in order to make it work for your specific situation.For people with kids, this could mean negotiating childcare with a partner, family member, or other student. Are there other grad student parents that you know of (hint: look outside of your department!)? You could exchange childcare: person A takes the kids on Saturday, person B takes the kids on Sunday. It's cost effective (free!) and helpful to everyone.Writing can feel isolating. But you are not in this alone!



Recap: Ten Tips

01 Treat Writing Like a Job

02 Create SMART Goals

03 Find Your Writing Rhythm

04 Organize Yourself

05 Just Keep Writing

06 Revise, Revise, Revise

07 Build in Time for Feedback

08 Punch List

09 Create/Join Writing Groups

10 Ask for Help
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I hope that these tips have been helpful for you. What are some other things that you do to help you get out of a writing rut or to overcome the stress you feel associated with writing?Also, what questions do you have that either I can help answer or we can address as a group?Thank you!



RESOURCES
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As promised, the last two slides are lists of resources both at URI and out in the world that could be helpful to you on your own journey toward a more productive, and less stressful, writing career!



URI Resources

 The Graduate Writing Center

 URI Graduate School Calendar

 Disability Services

 Counseling Center

 Couple and Family Therapy Clinic

 Health Services

 Campus Recreation

 Graduate School’s Professional Development
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https://web.uri.edu/graduate-writing-center
https://web.uri.edu/graduate-writing-center
https://web.uri.edu/disability/
https://web.uri.edu/counseling/
https://web.uri.edu/cftclinic/
https://health.uri.edu/
https://web.uri.edu/campusrec/
https://web.uri.edu/graduate-school/about/professional-development/


External Resources

 UNC Handout on Revision

 “Shitty First Drafts” by Anne Lamott

 Paper Calendar from the The Container Store

 Dry Erase Calendar from Amazon
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https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/revising-drafts/#:%7E:text=Revision%20literally%20means%20to%20%E2%80%9Csee,your%20presentation%2C%20reviving%20stale%20prose.
https://wrd.as.uky.edu/sites/default/files/1-Shitty%20First%20Drafts.pdf
https://www.containerstore.com/s/desktop-monthly-calendar-sheets/d?productId=10014814&q=calendar
https://www.amazon.com/Quartet-Whiteboard-Planner-Planning-05149SV/dp/B00D7NYF30/ref=sr_1_6?crid=39I5WKMM7TDGF&dchild=1&keywords=four+month+calendar+whiteboard&qid=1591199061&sprefix=four+month+cal%2Caps%2C232&sr=8-6


THANK YOU!
Ashton Foley-Schramm, PhD
ashton_foley@uri.edu
she/her/hers

mailto:ashton_foley@uri.edu
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